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  Endorsements   

 “Burdsey masterfully excavates the seaside as a sociological site. His 
engrossing study of racialisation reveals fl uidity and complexity in the 
ways people identify with, are included in, and excluded from English 
seaside space.”—Steve Garner,  Birmingham City University, UK.  

 “Burdsey’s book off ers us grounded sociology in the best sense. It 
engages with such cultural beliefs and contests the racialisations embed-
ded within them; he off ers up instead a social justice critique through his 
model of ‘coastal liquidity’. Burdsey demonstrates how the seaside can be 
a place for new voices, and new values. An intelligent and ethical book 
of interest to all cultural geographers, and those interested in thinking 
through the pervasive and everyday incarnation of ‘race’.”—Sally Munt, 
 University of Sussex, UK.  

 “Burdsey takes us through a compelling, conceptually and empirically 
rich sociology, of why the seaside—a local, global, imagined, material, 
contested, inviting, dangerous, pleasurable, violent and lovely edgeland—
is a place where race gets practiced and projected and where belonging 
and attachment are enacted. Burdsey deftly reminds us of two things: 
fi rst, the importance of the spatial in the politics of race; and second, 
why the seaside is signifi cant in social and personal life.”—Sarah Neal, 
 University of Surrey, UK.  



ii Endorsements

 “Questions of race and racism have often been limited to discussions 
of Britain’s big cities. However, as Gurinder Chadha pointed out in her 
fi lm  Bhaji on the Beach  the seaside—at the edge of the political terri-
tory—is a rich and evocative place to understand how racism can co-exist 
with convivial multiculture. Like a latter day Orwell, Daniel Burdsey’s 
sensitive and insightful book off ers us a vivid set of sociological postcards 
from the coast that aids us in understanding the changing cartographies 
of racism today.”—Les Back,  Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.  

 “Th is is an engaging and insightful exploration of a very ‘British’ 
place—the seaside. Burdsey’s critical gaze vividly captures the ebb and 
fl ow of the seaside as a space of encounter and transition, encompassing 
processes and experiences of belonging and exclusion, negotiation and 
fi xity, amusement, violence and death. It is ‘our Island story’ told from its 
edges.”—Claire Alexander,  University of Manchester, UK.  

 “Drawing on nearly a decade of rich sociological enquiry,  Race, Place 
and the Seaside  is a groundbreaking study that highlights the signifi cance 
of race and ethnicity at the seaside. Daniel Burdsey weaves together 
multiple perspectives and scales, from lived experience to geopolitics, to 
present an important alternative reading of the English seaside linked 
to racialised notions of belonging, exclusion, and identity.”—Alice Mah, 
 University of Warwick, UK.  

 “Th is is a superbly crafted book exploring racism and ethnicity in 
coastal areas. Far from being stable and homogenous, English seaside 
locations are revealed as transnational and thoroughly racialised sites of 
belonging. Th rough the idea of ‘coastal liquidity’ Daniel Burdsey fi nely 
illustrates how multiculture, whiteness and racism ebb and fl ow, holding 
out the potential to confi gure these places anew. Th e eff ect is that  Race, 
Place and the Seaside  will make us approach these leisure spaces diff er-
ently. It allows us to critically refl ect on the prevailing practices of beach 
culture and begin to see seaside towns as much more than the dilapidated 
faded English resorts they are often purported to be.”—Anoop Nayak, 
 Newcastle University, UK.   
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  For Holly and Alex 
 My days at the seaside are always more fun when I am with them. 



 



ix

 Th e seaside is a mysterious place. Even the seemingly bland, everyday, 
ordinary British seaside, most of us know of and some of us love, holds 
many secrets hidden from view. 

 Th is is despite the proliferation, over the past quarter of a century, of 
seaside research by varied academic tribes, journalistic reportage, popular 
general seaside histories, or specifi c case studies, and increasing attention 
from government and associated bodies in terms of research, policy for-
mation, and funding. 

 Sometimes, the problem is with a grand concept or theory that, when 
fi rst launched, the seaside research community applauds, but that sub-
sequently obscures rather than reveals. On other occasions, infl uential 
studies ultimately straightjacket because they are caught in a moment of 
time or off er a partial, limited analysis of some theme or topic. 

 As an academic, I’ve been thinking and writing about the seaside and 
exploring places betwixt land and sea—on the edge—for four decades. 
While I’ve had immense enjoyment and satisfaction from the activity, I 
have also concluded that while we know a fair amount, and have some 
fascinating insights about what was or now is, our knowledge and under-
standing is incomplete and inadequate. Such, perhaps, is our lot when 
trying to make sense of the real, complicated, changing, varied world on 
the edge. It is also, however, that we do not have conceptual tools that are 
good enough to improve our understanding of the seaside. 

   Foreword   


